Learn languages online

with our diverse, flexible and comprehensive e-learning solutions.
Unleash your full potential
Profit from our Virtual Classroom, my.lab and flex-e-book.

Benefit from our diverse, flexible online learning program and improve your language skills regardless of your location, meeting your specific needs at your own pace.
Virtual Classroom
efficient online live classes

Our Virtual Classroom offers a unique learning experience: Take part in an online language course with an experienced language trainer and learn in a flexible manner according to your needs – completely independent from location and time zone.

Personal contact is important to us. Therefore, just like in traditional classroom settings, the same qualified inlingua trainer and the same learning group are always part of the lesson. Sufficient speaking time and continuous feedback combined with the interactive environment offer an optimal learning result.

Requirements

- an active internet connection
- a device with audio and video functions
- access to the video conference platform

my.conversations
In addition to the Virtual Classroom, inlingua offers online conversation courses. Up to three participants from all over the world can improve their oral English skills on specific topics of the learning material.
my.lab
interactive online exercises

Whether on your computer, smartphone or tablet, my.lab offers interactive online exercises at every level. my.lab is available for the entire duration of the course with unlimited access.

The interactive and dynamic exercises are individually tailored to meet the needs of the learners. In addition, the learning time is optimized by the immediate correction of errors. As a participant, this means autonomy in your studies with an immediate, dynamic and modern tool.

my.lab offers:

1. Personalized learning paths leading to progressive learning success.

2. Additional exercises to improve grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation.

3. A Dictionary and a Speaking Lab are available for students learning English.
flex-e-book

Tailor-made solutions
Whether complete course books or individual units from different courses, the flex-e-book provides customized solutions for your personal learning success.

Our e-book
The flex-e-book replaces the traditional course book. With tablet or smartphone, you always have your learning content at hand.

Interactive exercises
Efficient and with multimedia content: All exercises are interactive and contain integrated audios with audio texts. Your entries will be reviewed immediately.
The inlingua Method
the secret of our pedagogical success.

Our core strengths are the inlingua method and the inlingua material. Language learning goals can be achieved quickly and effectively.

The method is supported by our dedicated team of trainers and employees, who create a favorable environment for successfully learning a language.

- **Primary focus communication**
- **inlingua learning material**
- **Native speakers as trainers**
Languages are our passion

inlingua, a leading global network of independent language training centers.

Our standards and systems guarantee a consistently high quality of service and successful international cooperation. As a company, we act responsibly and promote diversity and integration.

With over 50 years of experience, more than 250 centers worldwide, our proven inlingua method as well as tailor-made courses and online solutions, inlingua is the best choice to learn languages.